
Seismic imaging simulation

(a) Estimated
(16x faster, SNR=9.6 dB).

(b) Estimation error
(Figure 2b minus 5(a))

(c) Cross-correlation
estimate.

Figure 5: Simulation results for the more complex Green’s function and the random
impulsive-source approach
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Result produced with 16× “compression” in the computations

Can even take this example down to 32×



Randomly modulated integration
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Uses a standard “slow” ADC preceded by a “fast” binary mixing

Mixing circuit much easier to build than a “fast” ADC

In each sampling interval, the signal is summarized with a random
sum

Sample rate ∼ total active bandwidth



Random modulated integration in time and frequency2

input signal x(t) input signal X(!)

pseudorandom
sequence p
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spectrum P
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integrator (low!pass filter)

Fig. 2. The demodulation process multiplies the continuous-time input signal
by a random square wave. The action of the system on a single tone is
illustrated in the time domain (left) and the frequency domain (right). The
dashed line indicates the frequency response of the lowpass filter. See Figure 3
for an enlargement of the filter’s passband.

Y
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Fig. 3. The random demodulator furnishes each frequency with a unique
signature that can be discerned by examining the passband of the antialiasing
filter. This image enlarges the pass region of the demodulator’s output for
two input tones (solid and dashed). The two signatures are nearly orthogonal
when their phases are taken into account.

f(t) is encoded into the measurements in a more subtle
manner; the reconstruction process is highly nonlinear, and
must carefully take advantage of the fact that the signal is
sparse. As a result, signal recovery becomes more compu-
tationally intensive. In short, the random demodulator uses
additional digital processing to reduce the burden on the
analog hardware. This tradeoff seems acceptable, as advances
in digital computing have outpaced those in analog-to-digital
conversion.

B. Results

Our simulations provide striking evidence that the ran-
dom demodulator performs. Consider a periodic signal with
a bandlimit of W/2 Hz, and suppose that it contains K
tones with random frequencies and phases. Our experiments
below show that, with high probability, the system acquires
enough information to reconstruct the signal after sampling
at just O(K log(W/K)) Hz. In words, the sampling rate is
proportional to the number K of tones and the logarithm of the
bandlimit W . In contrast, the usual approach requires sampling
at W Hz, regardless of K. In other words, the random
demodulator operates at an exponentially slower sampling
rate! We also demonstrate that the system is effective for
reconstructing simple communication signals.

Our theoretical work supports these empirical conclusions,
but it results in slightly weaker bounds on the sampling

rate. We have been able to prove that a sampling rate of
O(K logW + log3 W ) suffices for high-probability recovery
of the random signals we studied experimentally. This analysis
also suggests that there is a small startup cost when the number
of tones is small, but we did not observe this phenomenon in
our experiments. It remains an open problem to explain the
computational results in complete detail.

The random signal model arises naturally in numerical
experiments, but it does not provide an adequate description
of real signals, whose frequencies and phases are typically
far from random. To address this concern, we have proved
that the random demodulator can acquire all K-tone signals—
regardless of the frequencies, amplitudes, and phases—when
the sampling rate is O(K log6 W ). In fact, the system does not
even require the spectrum of the input signal to be sparse; the
system can successfully recover any signal whose spectrum
is well-approximated by K tones. Moreover, our analysis
shows that the random demodulator is robust against noise
and quantization errors.

This work focuses on input signals drawn from a specific
mathematical model, framed in Section II. Many real signals
have sparse spectral occupancy, even though they do not meet
all of our formal assuptions. We propose a device, based on
the classical idea of windowing, that allows us to approximate
general signals by signals drawn from our model. Therefore,
our recovery results for the idealized signal class extend to
signals that we are likely to encounter in practice.

In summary, we believe that these empirical and theoretical
results, taken together, provide compelling evidence that the
demodulator system is a powerful alternative to Nyquist-rate
sampling for sparse signals.

C. Outline

In Section II, we present a mathematical model for the
class of sparse, bandlimited signals. Section III describes the
intuition and architecture of the random demodulator, and it
addresses the nonidealities that may affect its performance. In
Section IV, we model the action of the random demodulator
as a matrix. Section V describes computational algorithms
for reconstructing frequency-sparse signals from the coded
samples provided by the demodulator. We continue with an
empirical study of the system in Section VI, and we offer
some theoretical results in Section VII that partially explain
the system’s performance. Section VIII discusses a windowing
technique that allows the demodulator to capture nonperiodic
signals. We conclude with a discussion of related work in
Section IX. Finally, Appendices I, II and III contain proofs of
our signal reconstruction theorems.

II. THE SIGNAL MODEL

Our analysis focuses on a class of discrete, multitone signals
that have three distinguished properties:

• Bandlimited. The maximum frequency is bounded.
• Periodic. Each tone has an integral frequency in Hz.
• Sparse. The number of active tones is small in compar-

ison with the bandlimit.



Multichannel modulated integration
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This architecture is being implemented as part of DARPA’s
Analog-to-Information program



Analog-to-digital converter state-of-the-art
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The pipelined structure and unknown structure have the
best overall performance, so that they are best suited for
applications with high performance requirements, such as
wireless transceiver applications and military use [3]. SAR
ADCs have widely ranging sampling rates, though they are
not the fastest devices. Still, these devices are popular for
their range of speeds and resolutions as well as low cost and
power dissipation. It can be seen that there is a borderline of
sampling rate at around 30 Ms/s separating the sigma-delta
and flash ADCs. Sigma-delta ADCs have the highest resolu-
tion with relatively low sampling rates from kilosamples per
second to megasamples per second, while flash ADCs have
the highest sampling rates up to
Gsps due to their parallel structure
but with a resolution limited to no
more than 8 b due to nonlinearity.
Between these two structures are
unknown structures compromising
speed and resolution. 

We are also interested in the
envelope of the sample distributions
in this plot since such an envelope
indicates the performance limita-
tions. It is reasonable to extract the
envelope information based on the
ADCs with the highest performance
to postulate the design challenges
and technology trends.

In Figure 1, if Walden’s claim that P
is relatively constant is true, according
to (1), the envelope line should show
that a 3 dBs/s increment in fs corre-
sponds to a 1-b reduction in resolution.
However, Figure 1 shows that the real
tradeoff is 1 b/2.3 dBs/s. Compared to
the 1 b/3 dBs/s slope hypothesis, there
is an improvement in P at low sam-
pling rates and degradation at high
sampling rates. This trend indicates
that the ADC performance boundary is
varying with sampling rate, as illustrat-
ed by Figure 2 where ENOB is plotted
versus the sampling rate.

As stated previously, noise and dis-
tortion cause most of the performance
degradation in practical ADCs. The
internal sample-hold-quantize signal
operations are nonlinear, and those
effects are represented as equivalent
noise effects so that they can be unified
into noise-based equations to simplify
the performance analysis. Therefore,
besides thermal noise, we have two
additional noise sources, quantization
noise [2] and aperture-jitter noise [1].

THERMAL NOISE
Thermal noise by itself [1] has a 1 b/6 dBs/s relationship to sam-
pling frequency assuming Nyquist sampling [2]. However, it is
usually overwhelmed by the capacitance noise since the S/H stage,
as the input stage of an ADC, shows strong capacitive characteris-
tics. Therefore, the capacitance noise (modeled as kT/C noise [4],
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and C is
the capacitance) is usually assumed as the input noise floor.

QUANTIZATION NOISE
The signal distortion in quantization is modeled as quantization
noise with a signal-to-quantization-noise ratio (SQNR) definition of

[FIG1] Stated number of bits versus sampling rate.
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The bad news starts at 1 GHz (Le et al ’05)



Analog-to-digital converter state-of-the-art

From 2008...

(Lots of RF signals have components in the 10s of gigahertz...)
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Figure IIIC 3-1 Sparse spectrum populated by a small number of active communications channels. The 

positions of the active channels must first be estimated from the NUS data in order to facilitate 

reconstruction via L2 reprojection. Our proposed algorithm for detecting the active channels involves 

energy detection over each candidate frequency bin. 

 

To employ a NUS reconstruction algorithm such as L2 reprojection, however, it is necessary to first 

determine the occupied frequencies, that is, to determine a set !  of occupied frequency channels 
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where MHz150|| !" . The diagram below illustrates the required information flow. 
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Figure: NUS samples are first used to identify the active channel locations. The subsequent L2 

reprojection uses NUS samples to reconstruct only the active portions of the spectrum. 

 

This presents a technical challenge since the occupied spectrum may be unknown a priori, and the 

NUS sample rate is below the apparent rate needed to perform spectral analysis of a 1.2GHz band. 

 

2. Proposed Solution: 
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Figure 1.  Top-level block diagram of the RMPI front-end with eight parallel channels. 

 

1.1.1 CMOS Implementation 

In the proposed RMPI architecture, with eight channels in parallel, we need to choose a chip 

fabrication technology that not only can support the target modulation rate of 5.0 Gbps, but also 

facilitates very low-power consumption per channel. Considering the speed and power requirements of 

the design, we plan to design and implement our first prototype in a 90 nm bulk CMOS 

(complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology.  Some of the advantages of using standard 

CMOS technologies are: very low area and power consumption, potential for mass-production (low 

cost), possibility of full integration of the front-end with both the ADCs and the digital processing 

units.  We plan to use the 90 nm CMOS process that is offered by TAPO (via DoD).  Our team 

member, Azita Emami, has an ongoing research project using the IBM CMOS9sf technology through 

TAPO, sponsored by DARPA (FCRP). This FCRP-funded research is focused on clocking and 

synchronization for a 10 Gbps data communication system. Our ongoing and previous work on precise 

clock generation and signaling in the 90nm technology will be extremely beneficial to the RMPI 

implementation effort.  

  

As part of this project, we will also investigate and explore scalability of our design to 65 nm and 

beyond, which will allow higher modulation rates, lower power consumption and a smaller design. In 

Random demodulator being
built at part of DARPA A2I
program
(Emami, Hoyos, Massoud)

Multiple (8) channels, operating
with different mixing sequences

Effective BW/chan = 2.5 GHz
Sample rate/chan = 50 MHz

Applications: radar pulse
detection, communications
surveillance, geolocation



Sampling correlated signals

M

Goal: acquire an ensemble of M signals

Bandlimited to W/2

“Correlated” → M signals are ≈ linear combinations of R signals
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Sensor arrays



Low-rank matrix recovery

Given P linear samples of a matrix,

y = A(X0), y ∈ RP , X0 ∈ RM×W

we solve
min
X

�X�∗ subject to A(X) = y

where �X�∗ is the nuclear norm: the sum of the singular values of X.

If X0 is rank-R and A obeys the mRIP:

(1− δ)�X�2F ≤ �A(X)�22 ≤ (1 + δ)�X�2F ∀ rank-2R X,

then we can stably recover X0 from y. (Recht et. al ’07)

An ’generic’ (iid random) sampler A (stably) recovers X0 from y
when

#samples � R ·max(M,W )

� RW (in our case)
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CS for correlated signals: modulated multiplexing

modulator

modulator

modulator

modulator

+

...

ADC

code p1
rate ϕ

code p2

code p3

code pm

rate ϕ

rate ϕ

rate ϕ

rate ϕ y

...

If the signals are spread out uniformly in time, then the ADC and
modulators can run at rate

ϕ � RW log3/2(MW )

Requires signals to be (mildly) spread out in time



Summary

Main message of CS:

We can recover an S-sparse signal in RN from
∼ S · logN measurements

We can recover a rank-R matrix in RM×W from
∼ R ·max(M,W ) measurements

Random matrices (iid entries)
� easy to analyze, optimal bounds
� universal
� hard to implement and compute with

Structured random matrices (random sampling, random convolution)
� structured, and so computationally efficient
� physical
� much harder to analyze, bound with extra log-factors



Compressive sensing tells us ...

Sensing...

... we can sample smarter not faster

... we can replace front-end acquisition complexity with back-end
computing

... injecting randomness allows us to super-resolve high-frequency
signals (or high-resolution images) from low-frequency
(low-resolution) measurements

... the acquisition process can be independent of the types of signals
we are interested in



Compressive sensing tells us ...

Sensing...

... we can sample smarter not faster

... we can replace front-end acquisition complexity with back-end
computing

... injecting randomness allows us to super-resolve high-frequency
signals (or high-resolution images) from low-frequency
(low-resolution) measurements

... the acquisition process can be independent of the types of signals
we are interested in

Mathematics...
... there are unique sparse solutions to underdetermined systems of
equations

... random projections keep sparse signals separated

... a seemlingly impossible optimization program (subset selection)
can be solved using a tractable amount of computation


